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Test
1.

4.
Would you like to go
to the rock concert
this Sunday?

I’m meeting with Jill
tonight. Would you
like to join us?

Look! There is a great action
movie on Sunday afternoon.
Shall we go to it together?

Daniel

Sandy
What would you like
to have for a main
course?

----.

How about going
cycling after school?
Kate

Ella
Who does NOT make an offer?
A) Sandy

B) Daniel

C) Ella

D) Kate

Gina

Tom

Tom refuses Gina’s invitation. Which of the
following can be Tom’s answer to Gina?
A) I’m so busy on Sunday, but I can’t refuse it. I
like action movies so much.

2.

B) That sounds great. Shall we meet at 2 p.m. in
front of the cinema?
C) Yeah, sure. Thanks for inviting me.

I. Yes, please. I’d like a chicken sandwich,
please.

D) I’d love to, but I have to visit my grandparents
on Sunday.

II. Well, can I take an orange juice, please?
UNIT 1

III. Would you like anything to drink?
IV. Hello. May I take your order?
Which of the following is the correct order of
the dialogue above?
A) III – II – I – IV

B) III – I – IV – II

C) IV – II – III – I

D) IV – I – III – II

Hi, I’m Pam and this is
my best friend, Tina. I
can always count on her,
because she never tells
lies. She always backs
me up when I need her.
And it is great fun to
spend time with her; she
is a great buddy!

Saturday, June 18th
At 3 pm.
The Kitchen Café
P.S.: Please inform us in advance if you
can attend the event until 10th of June.

Which of the following is NOT one of the
chararcteristics of Tina?

On the invitation card above, there is NO
information about the - - - - .

A) determined

B) honest

A) date

B) place

C) amusing

D) supportive

C) fee

D) time
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5.

6.

8. Waiter : Hello. May I take your order?
Linda		 : Yes, please. I’d like to have green
salad, fish and soda, please.

Buddies
You

According to the conversation above, Linda
does NOT order a - - - - .

Hi guys! The sport club is organizing a
bowling tournament on Saturday.
How about joining it?

Peter

Hi, Mike. Sure, that sounds fun!

Louis

A) dessert

B) starter

C) main course

D) beverage

That would be great, but I can’t.

Bill

9.

Yeah, why not? I can bring my gloves.

One of your friends invites you to an art
exhibition. You don’t have any plans, but
you’re not interested in art. Refuse her/his
invitation by giving an explanation.

According to the information above, which
of the following is CORRECT?

According to the information above, which
of the following should you say?

A) Bill accepts Mike’s invitation as he is free on
Saturday.

A) That sounds great. I’ll enjoy being with you.

I’m so busy on Saturday, but I can’t
miss this chance!

Jake

B) All of Mike’s friends accepts his invitation.
C) Louis refuses Mike’s invitation without an
excuse.
D) Peter doesn’t enjoy playing bowling.

B) Sorry, but I can’t because I don’t like visiting
art exhibitions.
C) I’m not interested in art, but I can’t refuse it.
D) Of course. Where is it?

10. A researcher, Dr. Hillary, made a survey and
asked 100 teenagers about the movie types
they liked watching. Here are the results:
7. Betty is preparing a poster about the personal
traits of a good friend.

Comedy
12%

mean

tactful

Animation
10%

arrogant

Sci-fi
40%

Thriller
23%

fair

caring
truthful

Which of the following adjectives are NOT
suitable for her poster?
A) mean – caring

B) mean – arrogant

C) arrogant – fair

D) arrogant – tactful

Which of the following is FALSE according to
the results?
A) Most of the teenagers love watching films
about space and other planets.
B) 12% of the teenagers enjoy watching funny
films.
C) Teenagers prefer watching animations least.
D) Nearly half of the teenagers like watching
thriller movies.
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Action
15%

